Abstract. In a batch system, the job queue is in charge of a set of jobs. Job health is the most important issue concerned by users and administrators. The job state can be queuing, running, completed, error or held, etc, that can reflect the job health. Generally jobs can move from one state to another. However, if a job keeps in a state for too long time, there might be problems, such as worker node failure and network blocking. In a large-scale computing cluster, problems cannot be avoided. That means a number of jobs will be blocked in one state, and cannot be completed in an expected time. This will delay the progress of the computing task. For that situation, this paper studies on the unhealthy job state's reason, problem handling and job queue stability. We aim to improve the job health, and then we can improve job success rate and speed up users' task progress. Unhealthy reasons can be found from job attributes, queue information and logs, which can be analyzed in detail to acquire better solutions. Depending on who do the recovery, all the solutions are grouped into two categories. The first category is recovered by administrator. Most problems are automatically solved through integrating with the monitor system. When problem is solved, the corresponding job will be rescheduled in time, without involving users. The second category is automatically informing users to dispose unhealthy jobs by themselves. In accordance with the results of unhealthy analysis, the helpful suggestion might be recommended to users for quick recovery. Based on the foregoing methods, a job queue health system is designed and implemented at IHEP. We define a series of standards to pick out unhealthy jobs. Various factors relevant with unhealthy jobs are collected and analyzed in association. In case that unhealthy jobs could be recovered at admin side, automatic recovery functions are carried out to automatically recover the unhealthy jobs. In case that unhealthy jobs must be recovered at user side, alarms are sent to users via emails, WeChat, etc. The running status of job queue health system indicates that it's able to improve the job queue health in most situations.
Introduction
At IHEP(Institute of High Energy physics), high throughput computing cluster is managing about 11,000 cpu cores and providing computing resources for most experiments, including BESIII [1] , DYW [2] , CMS [3] , LHAASO [4] , JUNO [5] , etc. After deploying one specific share policy [6] , resource usage improves from around 50% to above 85%, nearly 100% at busy time. In 2017, and more than 50 million jobs are completed, average 150,000 jobs per day. So a large number of jobs are always concurrently stored in job queue. As shown in figure 1 , the bars represent the count of idle jobs submitted by users from different experiments, that means large amount of jobs keep idle state at any time to compete for resources in job queue. Meanwhile, the resource usage is reaching up to nearly 90%, that means large amount of jobs keep running state in job queue. In some ways, large quantity of job means a variety of job failures. As the local batch system of IHEP, HTCondor [7] is used to manage the high throughput computing cluster. Around HTCondor, several tools and softwares were developed for localized application, including central control system, unified front-end job toolkits, monitoring and accounting, as shown in figure 2 . Therefore, the studies and exploits in this paper will be discussed based on HTCondor.
In HTCondor, job queue is maintained by SCHEDD. With a high performance, HTCondor's job queue can be effectively alive under pressure of hundred thousands of jobs. The number of HTCondor's job state is 7 (in the version of 8.6.12), "Idle", "Running", "Removed", etc. Integrated with the fine-grained conditions, more kinds of job states could be assumed. This paper studies on the job health, job queue stability and problem handling. We aim to guarantee job health, improve job success rate and speed up users' task progress.
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Unhealthy Job
Generally, the job state can be queuing, running, completed, error or held, etc. A job can smoothly change from one state to another. However, if the job keeps in one state for too long time, there might be problems, such as worker node failure or network blocking. In high throughput computing cluster, problems would not be avoided and a fair amount of jobs would be blocked in one state, this kind of job can not be completed in an expected time. We simply give a name "unhealthy job" to the jobs blocked in one state. The figure 3 shows unhealthy job statistics during Oct. 2017 to Jan. 2018 in HTC cluster of IHEP. The sub-figure running shows that the count of unhealthy running jobs, which are running over a limit time, peaks to 1,800; The sub-figure held shows that the count of unhealthy held jobs peaks to 13,000; The sub-figure idle shows that the count of unhealthy idle jobs, which are idle over a limit time, peaks to 35,000; The sub-figure other shows that the count of other unhealthy jobs, such as removed unsuccessfully, peaks to 700.
Basic Workflow
For the purpose of repairing unhealthy jobs, several toolkits and softwares are developed to prevent, check, recover and alarm unhealthy jobs. The basic workflow of repairing unhealthy jobs can be summarized as follow:
1. prevention: with the unified front-end job toolkits, which are developed by ourselves and named with 'hepjob' [8] , effective preventions can be taken.
2. unhealthy job check: as the characters of unhealthy jobs, unhealthy jobs can be checked out from job queue. Then, these jobs go through filtering, simplifying and classifying. After that, unhealthy jobs are classified in different classifications and appended with simplified tags, which can indicate the main reason of unhealth.
3. problem handling: in accordance with the different classifications and reason-tags of unhealthy jobs, the corresponding recovery operations will be done at worker node side, job queue side and user side. 
Unhealthy Job Prevention
In HTCondor, each job in job queue has a set of attributes under classad mechanism. These attributes are updated in real-time by SCHEDD. Some attributes keep useful information which can indicate the unhealthy job. For example, 'HoldReason' shows the reason of why job changes to held state. For another example, 'EnteredCurrentStatus' shows the time when job changes to current state, which is facilitated to evaluate whether a job is over a limit time. Meanwhile, there are other incorrect or imprecise attributes leading to failed match, that will make jobs blocked in a frozen idle state. If any prevention measure could be taken to check out and correct this kind of attributes, lots of unhealthy job might be avoid.
In our environment, prevention measures are implemented in hepjob-the unified front-end job toolkits. hep_sub, one of commands provided by hepjob, is used to submit jobs. In hep_sub, the pre-check functions help users to set the right match configuration. As figure 4 shows, precheck is implemented in configuration setter. As an example, accounting group [11] is the major attribute in job classad, because resources are divided into different partitions based on accounting groups, user only can request the resources in his/her groups. Once hep_sub is executed on the terminal, accounting group will be checked whether user group is equal to the requesting resource group and whether there are available resources in his/her group.
Unhealthy Job Check
Unhealthy job check process is completed in three steps, as shown in figure 5 . Extracting: as the pre-defined conditions, which are defined based on the relevant attributes of unhealthy job, unhealthy jobs can be periodically checked out from job queue. Filtering: some unhealthy jobs still need to be filtered, because there are often special users requesting special requirements. Therefore, a filtered user list is set to ignored special users' unhealthy jobs. Analyzing: the rest of unhealthy jobs will be analyzed and the analysis results will be saved in a specific structure. The result structure is depending on the next handling process. In our case, the result structure is defined as a dictionary. 
Problem Handling
Once the unhealthy jobs are sent from the previous analysis, the handling process will start. As figure 6 shows, the handling process is completed in three branches based on different kinds of problems.
User-end problem must be handled at user-end, which are caused by user misuse and hard to be handled at admin-end, such as writing in a directory with no writable permission. But some efficient recommendations might be sent from administrators to users, helping them to recovery their jobs. Lasting problem and temporary problem should be verified in the monitoring system which is constructed based on nagios [12] . Without any interruption, the lasting problem can exist for a long time or ever, but lasting problem can be catched by monitoring system. Oppositely, the temporary problem can only exist for a short time or a flash time, and temporary problem can not be catched by monitoring system, but it does still have a bad influence on jobs. For lasting problem, central control system (developed by ourself) can solve them at worker node side, and then unhealthy jobs will be recovered and put back to job queue. For temporary problem, the corresponding unhealthy jobs are only reset to idle state and waiting for next matching, because temporary problem could vanish in a very flash time by itself. For double confirmation, alarm information still should be sent to users or administrators.
Due to the different categories of problems, recovery measures should be taken at three sides: worker node side, job queue side and user side.
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Problems recovery at worker node side
At worker node side, we developed a central control system(CC) to control the STARTD classad. Under the help of CC system, if a problem is happening on a problematic worker node and this problem only affects a specific group, this group will be forbidden to run its job on this worker node. The affected group would be removed from the startd attribute of the matching list. The process is shown as figure 7 . It's a simple but common problem handling process. As the handling results, problem information will be extracted and formatted as three fields, node name, service and state. In CC system, there are a database storing the startd classad information. Two tables are related to group and health state, relation table and group status table. According to relation table, the unhealthy group can be found and changed to error status. At worker node, a condor-worker client is listening for the group status table. Once group state is changed, the classad information would be pulled down and updated into STARTD classads. As figure 7 shows, dyw group is unhealthy on worker node and removed from the Sharing_Groups list.
Problem recovery at job queue side
After problem handling or reason analysis, some of unhealthy jobs can be recovered at job queue side.
1. Some of held jobs are directly released if they are impacted by temporary problems, and other held jobs are released after problems handling if they are impacted on by lasting problems. Certainly, some of held jobs only need to be handled at user-end.
2. Some of unhealthy idle jobs should be removed if they are blocked or over the limit time; others should be correct if they are configured with incorrect requirement conditions; the rest should be handled at user-end.
3. Some of unhealthy running jobs should be removed if they are over the pre-defined limit time; others should be recovered back to job queue and waiting next match, if they are impacted by problems on worker node; the rest should be handled at user-end.
4. Other unhealthy jobs, such as the jobs blocked in removed state, should be removed or recovered back to job queue.
At job queue side, via HTCondor's operations, such as condor_release, condor_rm, condor_qedit and so on, unhealthy jobs would be released, removed or corrected in time as the results of unhealthy job analysis and problem handling.
Problem recovery at user end
As the above mentioned, under the situations which unhealthy jobs can not be recovered by administrators, these jobs should be recovered or removed at user end. In our case, administrators only send alarms to users, once unhealthy jobs are checked out. However, some effective suggestions could be recommended to help them recover their unhealthy jobs in time.
In HTCondor, with its open features, the reason of unhealthy jobs can be easily found out and make solutions for users. As the top sub- figure in figure 8 shows, users' next match time can be predicted as the real priority and PRIORITY_HALFLIFE if their jobs are idle for a long time; As the bottom sub-figure shows, the incorrect attributes can be extracted, analyzed and formatted as a recovery recommendation for users. The recommendation functions should be implemented in the future work.
Alarm
Alarm is an important part in the unhealthy recovery process. Whatever problems are handled automatically or manually, alarm messages should be sent to administrators. With the alarm messages, administrator could take effective measures to manually recover unhealthy jobs in time or verify whether the automatical problem handling does work. Meanwhile, alarm messages should be sent to users, reminding them to recover unhealthy jobs in time or informing them that unhealthy
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Unhealthy Job Recovery Xiaowei Jiang Figure 8 : case of problem recovery at user end jobs have been recovered automatically. In our case, two types of alarm mode are applied, WeChat and Mail. 1.WeChat: it's a multi-purpose messaging and social media application developed by Tencent. WeChat provides a public account for companies or communities freely. The public account manages users tree levels, including user, group and application. We can define system administrators in different groups or applications. As a alarm mode, its advantage is quick and real-time, like the mobile message. Figure 9 shows the basic structure of WeChat alarm. Once alarm message should be sent, WeChat interface will organize the content with the pre-defined templates. WeChat server will transmit alarm massages to administrators. Mail: it's commonly used in alarm system. In our case, mail mode is similar with WeChat mode. Different part is that mail mode has no user management, so that we build a user-info database to manage user information. When alarm mail should be sent, mail interface will organize the content with the pre-defined templates and get user email address from user-info database. Then, mail server will transmit the mail to the corresponding user. The basic process is shown in figure 10. 
Application Case
This paper shows a basic process of unhealthy job recovery. And we developed a set of toolkits to complete prevention, check, problem handling and alarm. As the typical unhealthy job, held job will be a representative application case to show the basic handling process.
1.prevention: job script file must be existing, writable and executable, or it will cause held job. In hepjob, the job script file will be pre-checked. If the file cannot pass the pre-check, the alarms and suggestions will be printed to help user fix it.
2.check: all held jobs are regarded as unhealthy jobs. So all of them will be checked out from job queue by the 'Held' job state. In HTCondor, the attribute 'HoldReason' saves a formatting held reason, so that the detailed reason can be extracted from this attribute. As a case of held job shown in figure 11 , the problem worker node, the error file system and the detailed reason can be extracted from the attribute 'HoldReason'. Table 1 shows a small part of held reasons collected as defined format. 3.handling: one specific held job recovery has been described and shown in figure 7. When group "dyw" is removed from worker node, the held jobs impacted by this node will be changed to idle and wait for next match.
4.alarm: once held job is checked or recovered, alarm messages will be sent to administrators. Some alarm messages via WeChat are shown in figure 12 . Meanwhile, an alarm message via email is also shown in, but it's not for held jobs.
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Summary
Unhealthy jobs always sit in job queue, especially in HTC cluster, which lead to delaying experiment data processing. Quick and effective unhealthy job recovery can help users to save the time spending on job maintenance and promote the progress of experiment data processing. This paper shares a basic handling process of unhealthy jobs, including prevention, check, problem handling and alarm. And a set of toolkits are developed to implement this process. However, there are lots functions which will be optimized and implemented in the future work.
1. The automatical handling process should be optimized. Now, only held jobs could be recovered automatically, other unhealthy jobs are still recovered manually after alarming. But the implement process is similar with held job recovery, it can be completed soon.
2. More effective recommendations should be generated and provided to users. Lots of useful recommendation information can be found out from HTCondor's components. These information would make more contributions.
3. More logs should be recorded. Logs do not only stored the useful information for troubleshooting but also give some results to prove the efficiency.
